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EPV and latitude of origin of the 10-day back trajectories at  43 kft level on 09/06/2016, 06Z
(left) EPV and (right) RDF latitude at the earliest time of the back trajectories, plotted at the trajectory end locations
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posid_16090606_NMC_43_48_53_58
(This plot was generated on Tue Sep  6 18:49:55 2016)

EPV and latitude of origin of the 10-day back trajectories at  48 kft level on 09/06/2016, 06Z
(left) EPV and (right) RDF latitude at the earliest time of the back trajectories, plotted at the trajectory end locations
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posid_16090606_NMC_43_48_53_58
(This plot was generated on Tue Sep  6 18:49:55 2016)

EPV and latitude of origin of the 10-day back trajectories at  53 kft level on 09/06/2016, 06Z
(left) EPV and (right) RDF latitude at the earliest time of the back trajectories, plotted at the trajectory end locations
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posid_16090606_NMC_43_48_53_58
(This plot was generated on Tue Sep  6 18:49:55 2016)

EPV and latitude of origin of the 10-day back trajectories at  58 kft level on 09/06/2016, 06Z
(left) EPV and (right) RDF latitude at the earliest time of the back trajectories, plotted at the trajectory end locations
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